Providing Domestic Water for Brownsville, Challenge, Forbestown and Rackerby, and Irrigation Water for Dobbins and Oregon House
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PLANTIFF NAME(S)
Marie “Marieke” Furnee, Gideon Beinstock, Jenny Cavaliere, Donna Corson, Israel Perla
and Charles Sharp vs NYWD
Status: On September 14, 2022 the Judge denied their petition & dismissed this case.
Marie “Marieke” Furnee, Gideon Beinstock, Jenny Cavaliere and Israel Perla vs NYWD
Charles Sharp vs NYWD, NYWD Board, Yuba County Electionsand Terry Hansen, Yuba
County Clerk

REQUESTOR NAME

COST TO THE DISTRICT
4/1/21 - 9/30/22

Charles Sharp

$56,519.27

Marie “Marieke” Furnee

$22,863.12

Gretchen Flohr

$21,848.80

Jenny Cavaliere

$4,535.00

Israel Perla

$3,869.00

$26,934

(as of 9/30/22)

$152,331

(as of 9/30/22)

$54,938

Fellowship of Friends vs NYWDand NYWD Board of Directors
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$172,698

(as of 9/30/22)
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MORE
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To view the original court filings and the
recent dismissal of the Furnee et al. case
visit

www.NYWD.org/legal

or scan this QR code from your phone’s
camera or QR code appr reader:

8691 La Porte Road, Brownsville, CA 95919 | www.nywd.org | (530) 675-2567

SETTING THE RECORD STRAIGHT
NYWD, Water Transfers and You...
Misinformation is circulating regarding water transfers from
North Yuba to other water districts severely impacted by
the state’s continuing drought. Here’s an in-depth discussion of the issue. We want you to know the truth about
these transfers, and have a full understanding of why and
how these transfers are beneficial to the District.
In a nutshell, the District’s water originates from a combination of water stored in Little Grass Valley Reservoir and
Sly Creek Reservoir. This water is conveyed to the District
through a turnout called “SF-14” that is owned by South
Feather Water & Power (“South Feather”). From there the
water travels ten mountainous miles through the open
Forbestown Ditch for delivery at NYWD’s treatment plant
and to fulfill contracts with South Feather, or the water is
diverted to the Woodleaf Power Plant for sale or power
generation. Under a long-standing contract, the District
also sells Yuba City 4,500 acre feet (AF) of water annually,
conveyed to the city through Miner’s Ranch Reservoir.
NYWD is divided into two main service types: domestic
service in Brownsville, Challenge, Forbestown and Rackerby whose customers receive water conveyed through
the Forbestown Ditch to the District’s treatment plant; and
seasonal irrigation service provided when water is available
to customers in Oregon House and Dobbins.
If excess water was available in the Forbestown Ditch we
could divert it to our seasonal water contract customers
at the Costa Creek turnout, then through Dry Creek to our
Dobbins-Oregon House irrigation system, open canals
more than 20 miles in length.
Has NYWD sold water in the past?
Yes. Since 1965, under a long-standing contract the District
sells up to 4,500 AF water to Yuba City, on a prescribed
monthly delivery schedule from April through October. The
current contract expires in 2035.
Is the sale of water vital to NYWD?
Yes. In 2020, revenue from water sales was $381,240, accounting for nearly 25% of NYWD’s total revenue. To put it
in comparison, the revenue received from water sales was
more than $100,000 more than the District collected from
all their domestic and irrigation customers combined.
See NYWD “Audited Financials for 2019/2020” at
www.nywd.org/publications.
Why can NYWD sell water to other districts during a
drought when the District is unable to provide irrigation water to District customers?
The key reason: The District has a water conveyance problem.
All District water is initially conveyed through the Forbestown Ditch. The Forbestown Ditch is a 10-mile, open,

“SF-14,” the start of the NYWD Forbestown Ditch
unlined, earthen ditch travelling through thickly forested
mountainous terrain with a safe operating capacity of 22
cfs (cubic feet per second) at the top of the ditch. Trying to
convey more than 22 cfs through the ditch will spill over, or
worst case, blow out the ditch.
From the 22 cfs of water starting at the top of the Forbestown Ditch, an average of 35% is lost to seepage and
evaporation (a much higher percentage is lost when the
Ditch is not fully wet), some goes to the NYWD treatment
plant for domestic customers, and most of the remainder
is obligated to South Feather. Since 2010, nothing, or very
little, is left to divert for seasonal water contracts.
NYWD holds the legal rights to a substantial amount of additional water stored in Little Grass Valley Reservoir and Sly
Creek Reservoir, but the District is unable to deliver irrigation water during a drought because the current delivery
facilities and contractual obligations preclude such deliveries. Contrary to what a handful of irrigation customers
behind the lawsuits want you to believe, this is not a new
problem for the District.
For several decades, District General Managers have cancelled or shortened the District’s irrigation season because
the flow in Dry Creek during times of drought, the District’s
license to divert water to the Dobbins Oregon House Canal,
and the nature of the District’s Dry Creek Diversion Facility
will not support an irrigation season. For example, in a let-

ter to the State Water Resources Control Board dated January 18, 1990, then District Manager Dennis Parker writes, in
part, the following:

sponsible for their own conveyance loss of water conveyed
through the Forbestown Ditch, and the District’s seasonal
irrigation customers had a more reliable irrigation season.

“In order to meet our irrigation demand, the District augments
whatever supplies might be available from Dry Creek with
a portion of it’s 3,700 [acre feet] entitlement from the South
Feather [Power] Project. In recent years, diminishing supplies
[sic.] from Dry Creek have resulted in adopting a moratorium,
imposing a mandatory 25% cutback, and shortening the irrigation season by 1 ½ months.”

Piping the Forbestown Ditch will provide the District the
ability to convey more water through the Forbestown
Ditch, and allow greater opportunity for the District to
divert water to our irrigation customers.

Also, at a District Board meeting, during a regular District
meeting on April 21, 2011, then Board President Jeanette
Cavaliere addressed a question from a public member regarding suspended or shortened irrigation seasons, and the
exchange is reported in the meeting Minutes as follows:
Ken Davis of Oregon House inquired as to the availability of
irrigation water. President Cavaliere assured him that his
request is being heard. Irrigation water restrictions do not
concern the availability of water to sell, but rather the ability to
deliver water given the capacity of the delivery system.
At the next meeting following Ms. Cavaliere’s comment
when the Directors were asked to approve the Minutes for
the April 12, 2011, meeting, Ms. Cavaliere did not correct
this statement.
If the Forbestown Ditch is piped, it will eliminate the seepage and evaporation loss and will allow additional conveyance capacity. Piping the Ditch will give the ability to convey sufficient water down the Forbestown Ditch for delivery
to seasonal irrigation customers. Despite this fact, these
same irrigation customers oppose piping the Forbestown
Ditch, and in confederation with South Feather, engage in
efforts to foil the project. South Feather engages in this
effort despite language in the 2005 Contract between our
districts requiring South Feather cooperate with North Yuba
to pipe the Forbestown Ditch.
The sale of water to other Districts does not utilize the
Forbestown Ditch. Instead, these water transfers require
the cooperation of South Feather and the utilization of the
South Feather Power Project (SFPP) facilities. The transferred water will be conveyed through the SFPP facilities
and ultimately be conveyed through the Yuba River to the
Sacramento River to the State Water Project for delivery to
the buyers. Unfortunately, South Feather is not cooperating with this effort either.
Since at least 1990, NYWD seasonal irrigation customers have not had consistent water delivery during the
irrigation season, and sometimes no delivery at all. Is
this because NYWD is selling water to other locations?
Absolutely not. The District has sold water to the City of
Yuba City since 1965. Starting in 2010, however, an amended contract with South Feather took affect making the loss
of water (from seepage and evaporation) along the Forbestown Ditch the District’s obligation, dramatically reducing the amount of water the District has access to divert for
seasonal irrigation use. Prior to 2010, South Feather was re-

If piping the Forbestown Ditch is the only way to return
seasonal irrigation water customers to a more consistent season, what is the status of the project?
A Prop 1 grant for $500,000 was used to complete the engineering phase in 2019, and reviewed by an independent
engineering firm through the Yuba Water Agency. Engineering documents for the Forbestown Ditch are available
on our website at www.nywd.org/publications.
Ironically, ongoing misinformation and lawsuits by a handful of seasonal irrigation customers and South Feather have
significantly delayed the project.
The District thanks Yuba County Supervisor Randy Fletcher,
the Yuba Water Agency, and your District Board of Directors
for continuing to support this vital project.
Please help share the importance of piping the Forbestown
Ditch, and contact us if you have any questions.
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What is a Public Record Request, or “PRA” as they
are known?
In 1975, the California legislature passed the “Public
Records Act” designed to give the public access to
information in the possession of public agencies, like
North Yuba Water District. The idea was simple and
admirable, those who foot the bill for public activities
have the right to know what’s going on.
Unfortunately, a small few serial requesters are using
PRA’s as a political weapon against NYWD. It’s now
gone beyond the point of harassment, impeding our
tiny district from its ability to function and costing
a tremendous amount of your money to respond to
these never-ending requests.
These record requests have cost our District hundreds of thousands of dollars, can’t we cap the
amount of District funds we have to spend on PRA
requests?
No. The law does not allow us to stop responding to
PRA’s simple due to financial hardship. When monies
cannot be saved elsewhere, reserve funds are used to
pay for additional legal fees we incur.
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CONTACT INFO

NYWD BOARD OF DIRECTORS

8691 LA PORTE ROAD
BROWNSVILLE, CA 95919

DIVISION 1 - DOUG NEILSON, VICE CHAIRMAN, DNEILSON@NYWD.ORG

TEL: (530) 675-2567
EMAIL@NYWD.ORG

DIVISION 3 - GARY HAWTHORNE, CHAIRMAN, GHAWTHORNE@NYWD.ORG

www.NYWD.org

DIVISION 5 - GINGER HUGHES, GHUGHES@NYWD.ORG

DIVISION 2 - CHRIS CROSS, CCROSS@NYWD.ORG
DIVISION 4 - DONALD FORGUSON, DFORGUSON@NYWD.ORG

NO RATE INCREASE FOR 2022 OR 2023!
Here at North Yuba Water District, we are committed to responsibly
managing our ratepayers’ money. By participating in power generation
sales and water sales with our partner agency South Feather Water &
Power, we continue to be able to generate enough revenue to cover the
additional expenses we are incurring from rising inflation, higher gas
costs, and increased litigation by a handful of irrigation customers.
As a result, we are happy to report again that there will be no rate
increase petition needed for 2022 or 2023.
Thank you for your continued support!
- Your NYWD Team

